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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Welcome to the
President’s Corner

We should be looking forward with
great expectation to the Annual
Conference next month in Ocala.
It is my hope that each of you will
be at this conference but I know it is
not a real expectation due to any number of good reasons.
 Setting up, conducting and tearing down the
Conference takes a great deal of time, dedication and hard
work on the part of Sylvia Andrassy and a good number
of our members. We need to give thanks to all of those
who are involved because they are worthy of praise.
 We live in a society where it is easy for each of us to
be negative as we assess just about anything. To over-
come this attitude we need to take a different approach
than what we see all around us and give praise to those
who do something for the betterment of us all.  With this
thought, each of us need to see that what is done for the
Conference is for the group, not the individual, even
though we each profit by it. This Conference is for you
and, if at all possible, you should take the time to be part
of the production to better enrich yourself along with
showing thanks to the effort of others for your enjoyment.

In other news there will now be two Regional
Coordinators in the Northeast, another step forward as
we strive to meet  our mission to provide education in the
art of blacksmithing. I know there is resistance, but, as
has been said in the past, we need to think outside of the
box and grow with the organizational needs. It is the
needs of the organization, not the individual, which must
be addressed and implemented.

The two new Regional Coordinators are Ben
Thompson and Heinrich Hole.  Ben will serve the NNE
Jacksonville area and Heinrich will serve the rest of
the NE Region.  Thank you to Ben and Heinrich for
stepping forward and accepting these positions and a big
Thank you to Steve and Dina Estenson for the time
they spent as the Northeast Regional Coordinators.

Remember, if you see a person that you do not recognize
at a meeting, please extend a hand and welcome them to
the event and see if you can aid them in any way,

Think Safe and be Safe,
John Boy Watson

What are you making to donate to the Auction this year?

Left handed blacksmiths rule

Fabaconference.org
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Florida Artist Blacksmith Association (FABA)
is a not-for-profit organization chartered with the State of
Florida and is dedicated to promoting and expanding the
horizons of architectural, artistic and practical  black-
smithing while preserving the rich heritage of this craft.
FABA Officers and members assume no  responsibility or
liability for injuries or damage caused as a result of the
use of any information, materials, design, techniques, etc.
contained in this newsletter, our website,
http://www.blacksmithing.org, our Facebook Page or
provided at meetings or demonstrations.
Contributions to FABA are tax-deductible to the
extent provided by law. FABA publishes the Florida
Clinker Breaker monthly and FABA membership includes a
subscription.  We solicit correspondence and unpaid article s
on any subjects related to FABA’s purposes.  Send to:
editor@blacksmithing.org  Materials submitted must be your
own work and citations of others must be clearly identified.  By
submitting materials, you are allowing FABA to edit, print and
post them to FABA’s website.  ABANA Chapter newsletters
may reprint non-copyrighted material, if it is credited to the
author and this newsletter.  You need the publisher’s per-
mission to reprint copyrighted material unless otherwise noted.
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AUCTION & GALLERY REMINDER

The SATURDAY EVENING
Fine Metal Art Live & Silent
Auction is a prime fundraising
event for the Florida Artist
Blacksmith Association.
Whether you’re a novice or an
experienced smith, we ask each
of you to consider donating at

least one piece of your work to the auction. Big, small,
simple, elaborate–we need it all. Regional coordinators will
be assisting with collection and arranging transport of
donated items.

The FABA Conference Gallery is
our chance to show each other our
best work - kind of a Show-and-Tell
for blacksmiths. We’ll display your
fine forge work on tables in a gallery
setting.
If your artwork is freestanding or wall
mounted, please let us know details in
advance. The Gallery operates from
Friday to noon on Sunday.

Please contact us at auction@blacksmithing.org as
soon as possible regarding your submissions.

FABA announces an upcoming
membership dues increase from

$25 per year to $30 per year
to begin 1-1-2019.

The increased dues will help cover the
increased expense of administering FABA

Specifically, they will cover:
  - a paid bookkeeper to manage the financial
 record keeping of the organization, to be
 overseen by the Treasurer;
  - Membership management software will be
 subscribed to that will add members as they join,
 send renewal notices, and send confirmation
 notices when you join or renew.

Additionally, software may be purchased to update
production of the Clinker Breaker, manage the
annual conference, and upgrade the website.

Since it is difficult to find volunteers to deal with the
'behind the scenes' administrative duties of the
organization, these upgrades are necessary to
alleviate 'officer burnout.'



Calendar of Events

SE - No October Meeting.
See you in Ocala!

The calendar includes events of interest to the blacksmithing community. The regions have no boundaries - everyone is welcome everywhere. Come
to more than one if you can. We hold regular meetings in each region on the following Saturdays of each month: NE-1st, NW-2nd, SE-3rd, SW-4th
except for quarterly Statewide meetings. The actual dates vary so check the schedule below. Our meetings are informal gatherings around the forge.
Prospective members are always welcome. Come for all or any part of a meeting, bring your tools or just watch. Most meetings run from 9 AM to 4 PM
and you’ll want to bring a bag lunch if not otherwise noted. If you have any questions about meetings, please contact the Regional Coordinators:

Northeast Region Heinrich Hole 386-848-6982 heinrich.faba@gmail.com
Northwest Region John Pfund 850-528-3280 johnwpfund@aol.com
Southeast Region Shaun Williams 954-274-4119 chevaliervaliant@yahoo.com
Southwest Region
Far West Region   John Butler    850-304-9021   jlbutl@gmail.com

NE - Oct 6, Pioneer Art Settlement,
Barberville, pioneersettlement.org

NW -  Oct 13, Mission San Luis,
Tallahassee

SW -  No October Meeting.
See you in Ocala!

Far West - No October
Meeting.  See you in Ocala!

FABA Annual Conference
The Ocala Hilton

October 26-28, 2018

www.leslietharp.com
Workshops, Classes, Open Forges

Gainesville
Discount for FABA members



REGIONAL REPORTS
SW -  August Meeting
The SW August meeting turned into a volunteer day for
the Crowley Museum and Nature Center in Sarasota.
The Crowley had a lot of trees down and Trez Cole,
expecting a small turnout, organized a chain sawing day.
 The Crowley has been a partner for the SW Region for
30 years or more, always willing to host a meeting.
FABA built their blacksmith shop in the late 80’s or early
90’s.  It’s nice to be able to give back.
 We should have gotten the word out better about the
event and about the change to a work day.  Sorry about
that, we really need a coordinator and show no sign of
getting one.

Maybe we should be looking for 2 coordinators like
the NE Region is doing?  We could have a Tampa Area
Coordinator to organize 5 meetings a year and a
Sarasota South Coordinator to organize 5 meetings a
year.  Thoughts?  Volunteers?  It wouldn’t be such a
hard job if it was every other month with October and
November off.

No SW meeting in October.  See you in
Ocala!

David Reddy
NE Region News
Big doings in the NE Region!
Steve Estenson has stepped down as Regional
Coordinator and Heinrich Hole has taken over
the job.  He introduces himself below.

At the same time, The NNE Region, centered
around Jacksonville, is breaking away and will
be coordinated by Ben Thompson.

 See the report on page 8 from their first
meeting this month at the shop of new Floridian,
Nick Vincent, and look for news of the NNE’s
Nov. 3rd meeting at the shop of David Ponsler.

NE -  September Meeting
This will be my final meeting report, Heinrich

Hole is going to be our new Northeast Coordinator.
Our meeting was pretty well attended considering it

was the Labor Day weekend. We had fourteen members
sign in. Bob Brown did a demo of forging a steak turner.
After he finished I showed how to dress up a simple wall
hook with a leaf on the end where the screw goes. John,
one of our newer smiths, worked on a bottle opener from a
railroad spike on one of the outside forges.

Heinrich donated a post vice with a broken leg to the
buck in the bucket so we had lots of ticket sales. We did
$54 in tickets for the small crowd we had.

The October Meeting will be back at Barberville,
November is Barberville’s Jamboree so there will not
be a meeting, as many of our members will be working
the event. The Christmas meeting will not be at Allen
Hardwick’s this year due to heath issues but it will be
held instead at my shop in Fruitland park the First
weekend. I hope to have something set up for a good
demo by then.
        The post vice in the Buck in the Bucket shows that it
does not take much to get interest going. So bring in
something hand forged or an old tool you don’t use to help
get some extra interest. We do give 5 free tickets for any
hand forged items, if that helps you decide. If you are
afraid that you are not good enough to bring something in,
just remember everyone started doing this once too.
        Thank you guys for the support over the last few
years and I hope to see many new ideas from Heinrich.

Steven Estenson
Good morning fellow smiths,
My name is Heinrich Hole and it
looks like the FABA leadership is
giving me the go ahead to unload
my love and obsession with
blacksmithing on you helpless
bystanders in the NE Region.

I can't wait to see what
possibilities arise out of this.  I've
been bangin on metal now for 6
years at a pretty regular rate with my
sister Heather.  We've been doing
what we can to help out with FABA in the NE Region and
with the Annual Conference for the last 6 years.  Now it's
come time to step up again and see what awesome things
can be accomplished at our meetings.

We have a shop in Heather’s back yard that we've been
building up over the years.  If looking at our shop proves
anything, it’s that you can get by with less.  I plan to share
that attitude with our group and to try to enable as many
people as I can to do blacksmithing.  It is a craft that has
changed my life forever and I plan to share it with as many
people as are willing to show interest.

This coming month I'm going to make a large
kubaton for the meeting’s demonstration.  It will have
large, heavy duty pyramids on the ends, with a sleek
pineapple twist handle across the middle, giving you an
awesome grip with amazing comfort.   It will, of course,
find its way onto the Iron in the Hat table.  As for the
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future of the NE Region, I am looking forward to
coordinating with our members and leadership to do
group projects.   I'll be looking to blend the skill sets that
we have showing up at each meeting to produce items for
auction at the Conference and hopefully many, many
more things.  We shall see what presents itself in time.
My mission as the NE Regional Coordinator is to bring
as much fun and education as I can to our meetings.

I can't wait to get to know each and every one of you
personally.

HAMMER ON MY FRIENDS,
  Heinrich Hole

NW - September Meeting
The September meeting was held
on Saturday the 8th at Marty
Scheese's shop in Monticello.
Marty demonstrated making a
hatchet by folding mild steel over
to make the eye, then forge
welding high carbon steel into the
blade area for the bit.  To assure
adequate strength, Marty welded a few key spots with his
arc welder.  Turned out a good looking hatchet head.

We had 30 people signed in and collected $176 from
Iron in the Hat.  Hot dogs and hamburgers were cooked
on the grill and, along with several covered dishes
brought by members, we had a good meal afterwards.

Roger Bell
The October 13 meeting of the NorthWest Region will
be held at Mission San Luis in Tallahassee.

Mission San Luis has had a long term relationship
with FABA. We have built Blacksmith Shops, held
meetings and worked and volunteered as blacksmiths
there for longer than I’ve been a blacksmith or member
of FABA. Skeeter Prather, Lloyd Wheeler, Will
Manning, myself and now Jim Croft have all practiced
our craft there, representing FABA while doing so!

Our meeting starts at 9, but Mission San Luis opens
to the public at 10, so they open the back gate for us so
we can arrive early and park close to the Blacksmith
Shop.

The shop is a recreation of a 17th century one, so it
has no power tools or modern equipment. For me, that
makes it a wonderfully spiritual place. I enjoyed working
there and appreciate coming back to watch someone else
work in that environment.

Jim will be demonstrating for us. I’m going to cook
hot dogs and provide water and tea to drink. Please bring
picnic type sides and desserts. Don’t forget to bring

something for the “Iron in the Hat” raffle and anything
that you have been working on lately and would like to
share with the group!

Hope to see you there!
John Pfund

SE -  August Meeting
Finally the Summer is coming to an end!!!...LOL  August
was hot, humid and wet, but we still had another great
month in the Southeast Region.  I am very pleased to
announce that the attendance at our monthly meetings has
been increasing every month.  July we had twenty people
attend our Southeast Region and our August meeting had
almost thirty people in attendance.

Our resident bladesmithing instructor here at The
Guild, Urban Craft and Folk Art School, Tommy Burgs,
demonstrated the
making of an
integral bolster
knife from round
spring steel bar.
After Tommy’s
demonstration,
several attendees
forged their own
integral bolster
knives.
 The September SE Region
meeting I demonstrated how to
forge animal head finials such
as a ram’s head, a bull’s head
and a dragon head using forge
welding and punches.

Due to the annual FABA
conference in Ocala, we will
not be holding a SERegion
Meeting in October.  We will resume our regular
monthly meetings in November.

Upcoming Events: We’ve added several new and
exciting classes to the curriculum offered at my shop,
including ceramics, leatherwork, jewelry and glasswork.
Please check out our new website created by our very
own Sylvia Andrassy at www.guildfl.com for a complete
list of our classes and scheduled times.

The SE Region is on Facebook.  Request an invite at
Florida Artist Blacksmith Association Southeast Region.
I look forward to hearing from all of you.

Shaun Williams

( Joseph Balestena, Tommy Burgs, Sarah Walker,
Editor Jennifer Jhon! and Tia Marie Kitchen.)

(Wizard head  by Nathan Nettles
and big horn sheep by Shaun.)



Conference Demonstrators

Walter Sorrels has been making
knives and swords for well over a
decade.  His primary interest is in
making blades that draw from the
Japanese tradition.
Walter’s interest in making
blades grew out of a long‐time
interest in martial arts.  As a martial
artist for over two decades,
including extensive experience in a
number of Japanese sword arts,
Walter approaches every blade
from the standpoint of a practical
user.  Walter doesn’t claim to make
“Japanese swords.”  Rather he
makes modern swords which are
inspired by the Japanese martial
arts, and by the Japanese sword‐
making tradition.
In recent years Walter has begun
smelting his own raw steel
(tamahagane) using techniques
similar to those that would have
been employed to make steel in
Japan seven or eight hundred years
ago.  This extremely laborious
process requires first that the steel
is smelted in a furnace from raw
ore and charcoal.  The resulting
rough steel is then repeatedly
folded and forge‐welded, producing
a blade composed of thousands
and thousands of layers of
steel.This folding process leaves a
visual record in the form of a “grain
pattern” — so‐called because it
vaguely resembles the grain of
wood — in the surface of the
steel.  As a result much of his recent
work has been on blades that are
functionally equivalent in
construction to nihonto, or
traditionally‐made Japanese
swords.

Payne Anne Chassen is a sculptor,
blacksmith and artisan welder. She
is the proud owner of Peninsula
Hotworks and manages Village in
104 Collective, an artist co‐op in
L’Anse Michigan.
“It’s not what we do with the time
we have here, it’s what we do with
the things we touch here. As a
smith, I embrace a journey in the
discoveries of alchemy. Mine is a
slow stroll amid the metal discards
of the masses and unwanted items
of lost purpose. Since welding
school and the beginning of my
walk in art, metalworking and
blacksmithing, I have always
focused on creating from reclaimed
materials. If you listen closely to the
things you touch, they will tell you
what they want to be.” – Payne
Anne Chassen

Demonstrator Workshops:

Forged Tanto Blade (Sold out)

Repurposed tool‐beltbuckle

Forged Animal Studies in bronze

Andrew Molinaro is a sculptor and
artisan blacksmith. He is the owner
of Artisans of the Anvil, an artist‐
blacksmithing company based in
the Pocono mountains of
Pennsylvania. Located in a 100 year
old industrial building in
Stroudsburg. Recently Andrew has
focused n sculptural works and has
been honored with an invitation to
be the forum Smith for the
Hefaiston festival at Helfstyn Castle,
Czech Republic. This resulted in a 7’
sun dial sculpture that is on
permanent display at the castle
yard. Andrews current focus is on
the human figure. Easily the most
difficult to do well, it also evokes
the most emotional response and
deserves the effort it takes to forge
well.



Activities &  Amenities
Conference Gallery The FABA Conference Gallery is our chance to show each other our best work, kind of a Show-and-Tell for blacksmiths.
Please bring your work for all of us to see. Joint efforts are welcome!

Contact us in advance, and we'll highlight your fine forge-work with a special display and lighting in the gallery. Featured work needs to be in the
gallery from Friday afternoon by 5 PM until 10 AM on Sunday morning. We'll need to know the size of your work, and whether it is
freestanding, wall mounted, or tabletop sized.

Auction The SATURDAY EVENING Fine Metal Art Live & Silent Auction is a prime fundraising event benefiting the Florida Artist
Blacksmith Association. The Auction begins with a public viewing with many of the artists in attendance. Whether you’re a novice or an
experienced smith, we ask each of you to consider donating at least one piece of your work to the auction. Big, small, simple, elaborate–
we need it all. For further details please check our Benefit Auction page

Trade Item Exchange At the 2013 conference, FABA began the tradition of a Trade Item Exchange. The Trade Item is chosen by the conference
chairperson, and it is announced ahead of the conference date. Anyone interested can then make the item, interpreting it through their own
imaginations and skill sets. The participants bring their item to the conference, where all Trade Items will be displayed. The names of all the
participants will be placed in a "hat," and each will draw a name. Each participant then gets to take the item made by the person whose name they
drew. This is beneficial to all participating blacksmiths. Everyone has an equal chance of getting any piece, and a beginner may take home a
masters work to be inspired by, while someone else takes home the work of an up-and-coming smith!

The 2018 Trade Item is a Forged Belt Buckle.  The possibilities are endlessanything that does the job qualifies, whether simple and portable
or complex and massive.  Let your imagination run wild!.

Iron in the Hat One blacksmith’s trash is another blacksmith’s treasure!  Iron in the hat is a raffle of donated items. Often the items are things
that one is tired of looking at taking up space in the shop. Items vary from antique steam engine gauges to new boxes of welding rod or pieces of
saw blade and wrought iron. Blacksmithing-related clothing, books, CD’s and other items are also welcome. Tickets are $1 each, 6 for $5 or 15
for $10. The Iron in the Hat drawing is scheduled for Saturday at lunch time.  If donations are sufficient, a second drawing will be held Sunday
at noon.

Vendors and Tailgaters Save your nickels and dimes; you’re guaranteed to find things you just can’t go home without at the conference vendors
and tailgate sales. Have extra blacksmithing equipment you'd like to turn into cash?  Looking to add to your collection?  Either way, the tailgate
sales area is not to be missed. The tailgate sales area is located on the east side of the dirt access road, adjacent to the main conference
area.Vehicle access from the main parking lot is around the left side of the hotel building.

Tailgate sellers must be registered conference participants. There is no extra charge. Just set up in the designated area.

Please note that only demonstrators and registered commercial vendors are permitted to display goods for sale outside the tailgate
area. Contact programs@blacksmithing.org if you have any questions or interested in being a commercial vendor at the conference.

Forging Competitions Friday evening forging competitions for individuals and smith/striker teams to test their speed and accuracy for prizes.
There will be one team contest, and one or two individual forging contests. Come prepared to sweat!  Or grab a chair and watch somebody else
sweat! Bring your favorite hammer.  Stock will be provided.

Family Tent Area This year’s FABA CONFERENCE is offering special activities and youth blacksmithing workshops for the youngest of our
members in the dedicated Family Tent Area. We will be offering a one hour “Blacksmithing Experience” program for youth 6-11 years of age
and an “Introduction to Blacksmithing for Youth” 2-hour class for youth 12 – 14 years of age.

There will be a variety of other activities to inspire all age groups and families to play together. Activity schedule will be
posted daily on a whiteboard by the registration tent. We are still working on adding some of these activities, so far we
have confirmed jewelry making, leather working and flint knapping. Spots will be filled on a first come, first served basis
at a nominal fee payable on site.

Open Forges Want to try out a technique you saw demonstrated?  Or work a bit more on what you learned in a class?  Stop by the Open Forges
section of the teaching area.  You'll find forges, anvils, and friendly helpful experienced blacksmiths.
The Open Forges section will be available for self-directed work on Friday and Saturday.
Use of the Open Forges area is available to registered conference participants.  Children must be accompanied by a parent or guardian.  Users
must provide their own stock and tools. If this is your first conference and/or you've never hit hot metal before, please take a class or two
before using the open forges. Open forges are NOT a class. We expect you to know basic blacksmithing skills and safety precautions for
working around hot metal.

FABA History Project FABA members are invited to record their blacksmithing memories with a friend or loved one or with FABA historians.
Young or old, great endeavors or small, take the time to bring FABA to life. Opportunities for up to one hour interviews will be available Friday
afternoon, all day Saturday, and Sunday morning. Schedule an interview with David Reddy at editor@blacksmithing.org or 813 875 2098.



Transplanted Smith Hosts NNE Blacksmiths
By Douglas Hayes

For 35 years Nick Vincent plied his trade in the Chesapeake region of
Maryland, honing his skills and picking up tips and tricks from smiths across the
region, including Pete Renzetti, Dan Boone and various smiths from Colonial
Williamsburg.  His first paying smithing job was making nails for a period
reconstruction – 5,000 nails.  The proceeds from that sale funded his initial shop
equipment and Nathan’s Forge was born.  That began a long and successful
career that includes production work (one year making more than 40,000 hooks),
craft shows, commission artwork pieces for clients, installations and
collaborations.

Nick moved to north Florida in January of this year and was setting up his St.
Augustine shop by March.   He is a member of FABA, ABANA and 904
Blacksmiths (a Jacksonville regional FB group) and opened his shop up for an

open house, demo and open forge on September 8th.
The 904 Blacksmiths, with support from FABA,
assisted with additional forges, refreshments and
personnel.

In spite of the typical sweltering early September
heat and humidity, Nick’s shop was comfortable with
a good breeze, a few fans and a high and vented
ceiling.   He gave attendees a tour of the shop,
explaining and sometimes demonstrating the use of machines and jigs used in his
production work and then moved on to demonstrating several items that work great for
crowd/show demos, including an artistic scrolled and knotted bottle opener, tapered scroll
J-hooks, and his version of the leaf J-hook.

The day started at 9 a.m. with coffee, donuts and
soft drinks and lots of conversation.  Many new

friendships were started at this event.  During the day Nick shared stories and tips
on metalwork, sales and demonstrating and lots of pictures were taken as folks
found items of Nick’s that inspired projects of their own.  A surprising number of
folks dropped in after seeing the anvil signs on the highway, with drop-ins
surpassing the number of FABA/904 attendees.  Ralph Nettles (the SE FABA
Trustee) was another unexpected but very welcome visitor and he joined in the
discussion and lunch before heading back to south Florida.

After lunch a few folks hammered on hot metal while other shared stories and
forged relationships.  Things wrapped up in mid-afternoon as the last folks left.
Many thanks to Nick for hosting this event (and FYI, he has offered to host more
events in the future).
Nathan’s Forge (http://www.nathansforge.com/Nathans_Forge/Nathans_Forge_Home.html )

(Nick showing the muffler on his power
hammer to Kirk Sullens.  (It is really
surprisingly quiet)).

(Ben Thompson showing Ralph
Nettles hammers he forged at John
Campbell Folk School last month.)

http://www.nathansforge.com/Nathans_Forge/Nathans_Forge_Home.html


GRIESHOP, Louis H. Jr. "Bud"
Bud Grieshop, 90, of San Antonio, FL died April 10, 2018. Born May 31, 1927 in Tampa,
he was a 1945 graduate of Jesuit High School and served honorably in the United States
Marine Corps. He worked for 32 years at GTE. He is survived by his wife of 63 years,
Ann (Bozman); sons, Bruce Grieshop of Navarre, Guy Grieshop of San Antonio;
daughter, Cassandra Plazewski of San Antonio; five grandchildren and five great-
grandchildren. He is also survived by a sister, Marjo Barber of Odessa, and brothers, Paul
Grieshop of Lutz and Patrick Grieshop of Macon, GA. He was preceded in death by a son,
Tim Grieshop, and brother, Harold Grieshop. In lieu of flowers: Mass intentions will
gratefully be accepted or donations may be made to the Benedictine Sisters of Florida.
The Tampa Bay Times, Apr. 15, 2018

Bud joined FABA in 1991.  The New Member Listing in the December, 1991, Clinker Breaker:
Louis Grieshop, 520 Grieshop Drive, Dade City, FL 33525, H: (904) 588-
3328. Louis is anxious to find equipment He did not know about
FABA-he found us by chance. He needs an anvil, vise, forge, and
other tools. He says to call him collect if you hear of any available.

Bud was a quiet man.  I met him at a SW Meeting when I moved to Tampa in the mid-90s.  He always had a smile
and a friendly word and he often brought along a small item he had made.

As he got a bit older, Bud took up musical instrument making, first bamboo flutes, then he attended a stringed
instrument workshop and started producing his own stringed instruments.  I bought a nice dulcimer he had made and
donated to the auction at the Annual Meeting.  Bud tried to teach me the basics of playing it, but my hands have not
learned to cooperate yet.  He will  be missed.

David Reddy
April 1995 Clinker Breaker
John C. Campbell Scholarship Report
By I,ouis H ("Uncle Bud”) Grieshop
Can an artist blacksmith make a good living at his trade? Jeff Mohr thinks so and does so! Making the
usual (I wants) selling them at fairs, shows and demonstrations is an education in itself (Blacksmiths
College). It is a source of income that can't be overlooked. If you sell your wares to a consignment shop
get your money up front. If it doesn't sell, buy it back from the consignment shop. This way you have
control. Sometimes these shops disappear and so do your wares, to be sold at a flea market or elsewhere.
People with wealth want the finer things in their homes and offices. Architecture design is the thing.
Fancy iron gates, banisters, fireplace sets, iron and glass tables, iron lamps, etc. You have to keep an

inquisitive mind learning more than the norm. Look at a banister and the stairs. How would you get the proper rise, degrees or
angle? How are you at welding? Can you design and draw? In your free time, enjoy the iron work of other masters asking
yourself how did they make that? Observe nature and try to make that leaf and acorn incorporating it in your design. Good work
and happy customers will create demand. He has a good blacksmith from the old school in Germany working in his shop. His
name is Hoofie and here are a few of Hoofie's sayings:
Never sit on an anvil it is disrespectful to the former blacksmith who might have owned and used it. Besides it could be hot and
you might bum something.
It is the custom in Germany to put your poker and shovel across the coal and firebox on a forge in a form of an X at the end of
the day when the fire is out. This way the people in the village know it's safe and they don't have to worry about the sparks
starting a fire at night.
At gatherings of blacksmiths it is customary to give a standing ovation to the oldest blacksmith when he arrives.
There is a superstition that if you leave your hammer on an anvil at night someone in the shop will have bad luck the following
day. Hoofie doubted this and left a hammer on the anvil. Sure enough the following day his boss got kicked while shoeing a
horse.

I would like to thank FABA for the scholarship and highly recommend any class at the John C. Campbell Folk School. If one
wants to go full time into blacksmithing, Jeff Mohr's class is a must. Jeff is scheduled to demonstrate at the Southeast Regional
Blacksmith conference (Madison GA) in May.
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Book Review: The Blacksmith’s Project Book
by Albin Drzewianowski

Title: The Blacksmith’s Project Book: Intermediate & Advanced
Projects from European Masters
Author: Antonello Rizzo
Translated by: Andrea James Blaho
Publisher: Artisan Ideas, 2018
ISBN: 978-0-9979798-2-4
This is a large format book, 11-1/4” by 9-1/2” wide and 245
pages with hundreds of color pictures and includes a biog-
raphy of the author.

This is the second book written/edited by Antonello Rizzo
and translated from the Italian. The first is Secrets of the
Forge, published in 2008. This second book is a continuation
of that earlier book.  Rizzo has based this book on the demon-
strations, workshops and fairs that he has attended throughout
Europe.

In the preface to the book, the American technical editor,
Gerald Franklin, emphasizes that this book is not a beginning
level book.  It is targeted at intermediate and more advanced
blacksmiths.  The projects call for a well-equipped shop and,
in many cases, lots of tooling.

There are 21 chapters in the book. Each chapter in the book is tied to a particular blacksmith (or
team of smiths).  The first seven chapters pick up where his first book left off: sculptural forging.
Then he moves on to other projects which present various advanced blacksmithing techniques.
Seven of the projects call for starting with large steel and require a power hammer.  A number of
the projects require striking. For the knifemakers, Chapter 11 shows the techniques for forging a
billhook.  Towards the end of the book, the chapters are more focused on process: damascening,
metallic fusion, Swiss patina, mokume, and chromatic finishes.  He concludes the book with a
chapter on restoration.

A number of the projects can be scaled down, for example, Chapter 14: Angle Iron Face, calls
stating with 4” x 4” angle iron.  I think this sculptural face could be made from smaller angle iron.
Regardless of the particular project, I think that there is a lot to learn by studying the various pro-
jects.

The last chapter in the book was written by Alessandro Ervas of Italy and is an essay on the
restoration of wrought iron.  I found this chapter particularly interesting as it points out how the
restoration of ironwork is often handled different from the restoration of other types of art,
especially in the choice of materials used to perform the restoration.  Then he goes on to explain
how many common restoration practices actually do more damage that good.  Ervas emphasizes
the need to understand the difference between modern materials and what he characterizes as
“pre-industrial iron”.

Ervas repeatedly talks about the need to use processes and materials that are “…carried out
with the maximum respect for the original piece.” The artisan performing the restoration must
balance both the aesthetics and “the restoration ethics” with regard to the piece of iron work.

The book is available from Artisan Ideas https://www.artisanideas.com for $49.95.

Book Cover of The Blacksmith’s Project Book
Photo from Artisan Ideas website,

www.artisanideas.com
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